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JATO Dynamics appoints new
Chief Financial Officer


Matt Hall joins to lead JATO’s Global Finance Function

JATO Dynamics has appointed Matt Hall as Chief Financial Officer (CFO),
responsible for the overall development and leadership of the global finance
function. He will play a key role in supporting growth plans for the business.
Matt joins from Invensys Rail, where he was CFO and Senior Vice President.
His appointment is part of JATO’s commitment to strengthening business
operations and supporting a growing international presence. Prior to
Invensys Rail he was Group Financial Controller at In Health Group S.A.,
where

he

gained

particular

experience

in

business

acquisitions

and

integrations. He has also held finance positions at BT and Cable & Wireless.
JATO CEO Andy Rothery said: "Matt brings a wealth of professional
experience to JATO. He will be instrumental in reshaping our financial teams
as well as adding value to the business and our global clients. He will also be
central to the development and implementation of our corporate strategy. As
a CFO with experience in leading organisational change; Matt will be working
very closely with me to further shape our response to the diverse needs of
our clients, with relevant, exciting and innovative propositions.”
Commenting on his new role, Matt said: "I am delighted to be joining JATO at
such an exciting time in both the Company's development and the
development of the wider industry. I look forward to playing a key role in
helping to realise the ambitions of JATO and the clients we serve."
For more information email jatoteam@firstlightpr.com, visit www.jato.com
and follow JATO on LinkedIn & Twitter.
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You can now follow JATO on LinkedIn and Twitter (@JATO_Dynamics).

About JATO
JATO was founded in 1984 and provides the world’s most timely, accurate and up-to-date
information on vehicle specifications and pricing, sales and registrations, news and incentives.
The company has representation in over 40 countries, providing unique local market expertise.
The JATO client base includes all of the world’s volume vehicle manufacturers; giving them the
ability to react to short-term market movements, plan for long-term developments and
ultimately to meet consumers’ needs.
JATO’s intelligence has also been adapted for consumer use in motoring web portals where
customers can see the advantages and disadvantages of a specified model against any other.
Major leasing companies use JATO’s intelligence to drive the vehicle quotation process.
Visit JATO at www.jato.com for more information.
For media use only. Advertising and/or any other promotional use of the information
contained within this release must be pre-agreed with JATO Dynamics Ltd.
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